Golden Retriever
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About Golden Retrievers
The Golden Retriever is a very strong dog that is not to big and not to small which makes it the perfect
household pet. Golden Retrievers are known for the compacted golden fur. The wide head, has friendly
and smart eyes, short ears, and a straight nose. Goldens walk smoothly and powerfully, and the feathery
tail is concently whipped around.

Goldens are reliable and social dogs. Goldens also are family dogs, and are easy to teach or train. They
take a happy and fun approach to life. They maintain there puppy lifestyle into adulthood. These
energetic, powerful hunting dogs, and enjoy playing outdoors. For a breed built to retrieve large water
birds for hours on end. Natural enjoyments are swimming and fetching.

Proper Care
Choose a high-quality food. When looking for food for your golden retriever, you should make sure that the product is
“complete and balanced.” This means that the dog food has to pass tests to ensure that it provides all of the nutrition that
your golden retriever needs to stay healthy.
Develop a feeding schedule. You need to feed your Golden Retriever depend on his or her age. You will need to feed your
golden retriever more often when he is a puppy than when he is an adult. You need to talk to your veterinarian if you are
unsure about the right type of feeding schedule for your golden retriever.
Provide plenty of clean, fresh water. Make sure that your golden retriever has a fresh bowl of clean water at all times.
Change the water and clean the bowl at least once per day.
Provide some healthy treats. Treats are a great way to reward good behavior, but you should try not to give too many
treats or your golden retriever may become heavy.
Avoid giving your golden retriever toxic human foods. You will need keep your golden retriever away from some
human foods that may get them sick or even kill them. These foods include Alcohol, Avocados, Chocolate, Grapes, Raisins,
Walnuts, almonds, pecans, macadamia nuts, Onions, garlic, chives,Yeast, Xylitol a sweetener found in chewing gum among
others

Types

American
Canadian

English

You might think there is only one breed of Golden Retrievers, but there is actually three different breeds
with three different colors the three colors are -- golden, light golden, and dark golden -- the three different
types are -- English, Canadian, and American. There are differences between the types of Goldens, but
they all fall under the same breed
You can tell which Breed you have by checking their body and coloring. Canadian and American Golden
Retrievers tend to have the same body; however, Canadian golden retrievers have thinner fur than the
Americans. English Golden Retrievers have a sturdier body than the other golden retrievers, and also tend
to have a light golden or white colored fur. To get an idea of what color coat your Golden Retriever puppy
will have when it matures, take a look at its ears. The tip of the ears usually show what color the puppies
will be after they lose their puppy coat. No matter which type of Golden you have, they'll have a enjoyable
behavior. Goldens are renowned for their calm, playful, and friendly disposition.

About Sofie
Sofie is a american Golden retriever. She is very playful and a lot of care. She gets
2 cups of food and 1 bowl of water each day. She loves playing tug and fetching a
tennis ball. She hates taking Baths. We only bath her when she rolls in poop or
mud and she does that ALOT. Sofie Sheds a lot too. All of our clothes are usually
full of dog hair. She also likes chasing our cat around.
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